SEGAL Overview

The FLAGS line is a 450km, 36 inch pipeline that transports gas from the Brent area east of the Shetland Isles to St. Fergus. The Northern Leg, Western Leg, Tampen Link (Gassled) and Gjøa (Gassled) pipelines connect into FLAGS delivering third party gas to the SEGAL system.

The FGL is a 290km, 20 inch pipeline that delivers gas for the Central North Sea fields located east of Aberdeen.

Extensions to pipelines include:

- 23km Tampen Link Pipeline, 32 inch pipeline from the Stafford field to a connection on the FLAGS line 1.2km from the Brent Alpha installation.
- 132km Gjøa Gas Pipeline, 28 inch pipeline from Gjøa and Vega fields to the FLAGS line.
- 102km Knarr Gas pipeline, 12 inch pipeline from Knarr field to the FLAGS line.